
Economics.    The CCP’s brilliant economic strategy as “war by other means” has been 

predicated on the imperative to dupe and coerce the rest of the world.  The impracticality of 

this is now being born out.  CCP’s philosophy and practices are toxic for globalized economics.  

“Made in China” now reveals itself as “Had by China”. 

1. CCP’s success to date has been based on an economic strategy based on deception.    

2. CCP’s success has depended on unquestioning global cooperation and compliance with 

CCP’s will.   This no longer exists.  

3. CCP’s and China’s economic strategies and processes have been artificially based on that 

deceptions would not be “found out”.  

4. There are no credible fallback positions to the holistic / whole-sale deception of the 

global community. 

5. Globalized economics is primarily built on trust and confidence, which CCP has not 

demonstrated. 

6. China’s economy has considerable artificial props which make it less than solid, even in 

good times. 

7. COVID-19’s timing was strategically bad because of China’s ongoing economic 

turbulence.  

8. Global push-back now results in less demand for “Made in China”. 

9. Vital cash flow to China is no longer a “given”. 

10. China’s favored nation trading status is at risk.  

11. Hong Kong as CCP’s interface with the world and is getting isolated by removal of special 

status.  This is a potential death blow.  

12. Access to The West is no longer a given. 

13. This impacts CCP’s high dependency on use of corruptive control of decision makers, 

and theft of intellect and intellectual property. 

14. Belt and Road Initiative projects at risk mean loss of 20 years’ worth of investment.  

15. Belt and Road Initiative and other economic enterprises are linked to slave labor of 

ethnic Uighurs.   This includes the production of brand name products. 

16. 4% of China’s gold reserves have been found to be fake.   This sabotages trust.  

17. China has over-extended investments and holdings globally, which the CCP cannot 

physically secure. 

18. Local constituencies against China exist in all locations being exploited for BRI and other 

ventures.  Natural resistance in place. 

19. Unemployment will unhinge China’s present advantage and internal stability. 

 


